ELEVATED POOLS

RESILIENT STAINLESS STEEL POOL TO ENDURE BUILDING MOVEMENT
ELEVATED POOLS

FEATURES

- Custom design
- CAD designed and engineered
- Stainless steel pool shell and bracing
- Choice of tile, tile trim, or stainless steel finish
- 1-piece construction or pre-fabricated sections
- Handicap lifts, ramps, and access areas are available to meet ADA requirements
- Long lasting and low maintenance
- Watertight welded construction
- BradPack™ equipment provided for commercial pool application

Warranty: 25 yr. structural stainless steel shell; 1 yr. approved tile adhesion; 1 yr. plumbing; 1 yr. electrical components

With watertight welded fabrication, lightweight structural material, and decreased installation costs, Bradford’s pools solve problems rooftop and elevated applications often face. Stainless steel pools offer an advantage over other typical aquatic construction in an elevated environment because they withstand the natural movement of buildings better than rigid concrete pools. Concrete often incurs more on-going maintenance and repairs for leakage. A Bradford pool is at least three times lighter than a concrete pool. Our pools can arrive to the construction site fully assembled or they can be shipped in pre-fabricated sections for faster assembly. Whether your style is traditional or contemporary, our pools can be customized with an all-stainless finish, fully tiled finish, or a combination of both.